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More and more schools around the United States are staging mock massacres in a
bid to prepare staff and students for a firearm assault.
The controversial drills involve masked 'gunmen' breaking into school buildings
and taking aim at those inside, often firing blanks at cowering kids.
The drills have become increasingly popular since December's Sandy Hook
Elementary School shooting and are meant to test how teachers and students
would react in a similar situation.
But some parents are outraged at the exercises, which usually take place
unannounced leading even teachers to believe they are actually under attack.
Mock massacre: Two volunteers play the role of escaping students during a full
scale 'active shooter' exercise on the school grounds of Elmira High School,
Oregon, last month
Realistic: Rick Scott of security contractor Camber Corp impersonates a hostile
shooter during a training exercise at Quantico Middle High School in Quantico,
Virginia on May 9, 2013
Blood: A train session at Penn High School was particularly gruesome, pictured
A recent drill held at a school in Halfway, Oregon, saw a faculty member 'shoot' a
group of 15 teachers huddled in a library and only two went 'unhurt.'
'I'll tell you, the whole situation was horrible,' elementary school teacher Morgan
Gover told The Oregonian newspaper. 'I got a couple in the front and a couple in
the back.'
In January, a suburban Chicago high school ran a 'code red' drill with the gunmen
shooting blanks while last month a simulated shooting at a school in Indiana left
scores of students covered 'dead' complete with fake blood.
Armed: Lane County Sheriff's deputy Chad Rogers, center, advances with other
officers during a full scale 'active shooter' exercise on the school grounds of
Elmira High School, Saturday, April 27, 2013
Training: Sergeant Branden Deleon of the U.S. Marine Corps Military Working
Dog Section secures a stairwell during a training exercise to respond to a shooting
at Quantico Middle High School in Quantico, Virginia
Lifelike: Sergeant Branden Deleon of the U.S. Marine Corps Military Working
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Dog Section covers a hallway during a training exercise
An unannounced shooting drill at Public School 79 in East Harlem, New York
City, was so realistic that a teacher called the police.
'It was probably the worst feeling I ever had in my life,' a teacher told The New
York Times in December.
Stephanie Belcher's son was involved in a surprise shooting drill at his El Paso,
Texas, school last year. She was enraged that there was no prior warning given to
students and their parents.
'He said, "I'm not kidding. There's gunshots and people screaming and we were
locked in a storage closet,"' Belcher told KFOX-TV of a text message her son sent
her during the raid.
Preparations: Marine Corps Police officers secure a stairwell during a training
exercise to respond to a shooting at Quantico Middle High School in Quantico,
Virginia May 9, 2013
Mock hostages: Marine Corps Police officers evacuate mock hostages during a
training exercise to respond to a shooting at Quantico Middle High School in
Quantico, Virginia
Too far? Some parents believe the drills are taking things too far
'These kids thought that their classmates were being killed and that they could be
next. There's no excuse for that.'
However, the school district superintendent defended the move, claiming that if
too many people were aware of the drill it wouldn't be effective.
According to The New York Daily News, business is booming for at least one
company that trains schools to respond to such attacks.
With the tag line 'Prepared, Proactive, Protected,' Texas-based Response Options
uses 18 instructors with military and law enforcement backgrounds for the 'active
shooter and violent intruder' training sessions, which are always announced.
Rescue: Two members of the Lane County Sheriff's Office Containment Team,
dressed in camouflage, bring out a volunteer 'victim' during a full scale 'active
shooter' exercise
Gotcha: Captain Joseph Reilly of the U.S. Marine Corps impersonates a hostile
shooter during a training exercise at Quantico Middle High School in Quantico,
Virginia
Weaponry: Marine Corps Police officers secure the gymnasium during a training
exercise to respond to a shooting at Quantico Middle High School in Quantico,
Virginia
'It's spreading very, very quickly,' director of training Marianne Alvarez told the
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Daily News. 'We are booked up for the next few months straight.'
In the sessions, which run from two hours to two days with a full day's training
costing as much as $2,500, instructors teach the A.L.i.C.E. method - Alert,
Lockdown, Inform, Confront, Evacuate.
They repeatedly act out the 5-7 minute shooting scenarios, each time building in
more techniques and, hopefully, reducing casualties.
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